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Goals
By the end of this workshop, you will...

UNDERSTAND 
WHAT A SUMMARY 

IS (AND IS NOT!).

BE ABLE TO USE A 
SUMMARY TABLE
TO IDENTIFY KEY 

IDEAS.

BE ABLE TO 
FOLLOW A 

PROCESS FOR 
SUMMARIZING.

WRITE A MORE 
EFFECTIVE AND 

EFFICIENT 
SUMMARY.
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When do we summarize?
 When we need to present the main ideas of a source clearly and 

concisely.

Summarizing is applied in many contexts:

• Academic writing: provide an overview of a complex topic or 
the main findings of a research paper/article/text.

• Business and professional writing: provide a brief overview of a 
project, proposal, or report.

• Note-taking: retain information more effectively when taking 
notes in a lecture or while reading a text.

• Communication: to understand what someone has said, and to 
clarify and restate the main points of a conversation.

Text generated and modified by C. Petersen on March 27th, 2023 using ChatGPT software (https://chat.openai.com/chat) and the prompt 
"When do we summarize?"

https://chat.openai.com/chat)


Defining Summary 
Writing

• A summary is a shortened version of an 
original text.

• A summary is written in your own words.

• It does NOT include the finer details.
• A summary contains only the ideas of 

the original text. Do not insert any of 
your own opinions, interpretations, 
deductions or comments into a summary.

Note: Do not confuse "summary" 
with "critique" where you add your 

own perspective of the author's 
arguments.



Preparing to Write

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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Preparing to 
Write

• Author
• Title of the article
• Name of the publication
• Date of the publication
• Author's thesis
• Main supporting points
• Topic sentence(s)

It is important to first find the 
following information:

Also consider what type of summary you need to write. This 
presentation will focus on article summary, but there are other kinds: 
abstract, outline, synopses and executive summaries.
See: Types of Summaries

http://explainwell.org/index.php/table-of-contents-synthesize-text/types-of-summaries/


Reading for Main Ideas
While reading the original:
1) Identify the author's thesis and main 
ideas;
2) Underline, highlight, and/or note down;
3) Scan and reread the selection to decide 
which of the ideas you have noted are the 
most important.

See highlighted words:
• Plagiarism is defined (topic sentence)…
• using another person's words
• without giving credit...
• copying...
• Failing to put in quotation marks...

Source: Barczak, G. (2014)



Finding the Thesis

The thesis states the specific topic and often gives the 
writer’s point of view. The thesis should also indicate the 
pattern of organization of an essay, article or research 
report.

The thesis statement...
• is usually included in the introductory paragraph.
• is generally at the end of the introductory paragraph.
• points toward evidence that will be introduced in 

later paragraphs to support the writer’s argument.



Finding the thesis- Examples from a news article 
& research paper

Source: The Economist. March 24, 2023

Source: Oakely, et al. (2004). Turning Student Groups into Effective Teams



Reading for Main Ideas: 
Using a Table

• Divide and describe each paragraph/section.
• Use a table to transfer ideas from each paragraph (or 

section of paragraphs for longer works).

• Analyze the topic of each section you have created.
• Write a short phrase or sentence in your own words 

that explains the topic of each section in the table.
• Write any details you think are important in the 

supporting points column (key words or opinions, 
etc.)

Paragraph Main idea Supporting points
1

2

3



General topic

Thesis - also connected 
to title Topic sentence 

introduces time 
as main point.

Final sentence in 
paragraph reminds 

reader of topic (leisure 
time)

Next paragraph describes 
new topic - other factors 
that affect work-
life balance



Reading for Main Ideas: 
Using a Table

• Divide and describe each paragraph/section.

• Use a table (grid) to transfer ideas from each 
paragraph or section of paragraphs.

• Analyze the topic of each section you have created.
• Write a short phrase or sentence in your own words 

that explains the topic of each section in the grid.

• Write any details you think are important in the 
supporting points column (key words or opinions, 
etc.)

Paragraph Main idea Supporting points
1 Stereotypes exist 

across all cultures 
but can be wrong

Germans work harder –
not true

2 Germans actually 
work less than other 
Europeans

Have more leisure time 
than most other 
cultures

3 Many contributing 
factors to fewer 
work hours total

Unions, weekdays, 
longer vacations, more 
holidays

Source: Dadgar, K. Stereotypes: Who works the hardest? 
(previous slide)



Writing the Summary



Developing Your Topic Sentence

Summarize the entire passage in a single sentence that captures its main point.

Imagine you were just asked, "What are you reading?" - Your verbal answer would likely be a 
summary!

Remember to include the citation (and a reporting verb), the author's thesis in your topic 
sentence and main supporting points. Try not to go into too much detail!

E.g., The article, “Plagiarism” by Gloria Barczak (2014), discusses current practices regarding 
plagiarism and how the Journal of Product Innovation Management (JPIM) handles cases of it.



Drafting Your Summary

• After you have written your topic sentence, 
refer to your summary table (or notes).

• Transfer some of the ideas from each 
paragraph (or section of paragraphs) into 
complete sentences.

• Remember to use your own words and 
structure whenever possible. (See: 
Paraphrasing)

• Work your way through, keeping your 
assignment guidelines in mind (length).

• Reflect the author's ideas, not your own.

https://camosunmss.opened.ca/academic-english-support/self-access-study-resources/research-and-style/#paraphrasing-summarizing


Reviewing Your 
Summary

Review your summary and consider 
these questions:
1. Does the topic sentence identify the 

source?

2. Are the main supporting points 
included? Are they in order?

3. Is the writing clear?
4. Is there an effective concluding 

sentence?



Summary (of How to Summarize!)

Summarizing is part of daily life. 
Make it academic too!

Read critically, note down key 
ideas (look for repetition).

Use thesis and intro paragraph to
help you identify main ideas.

Use highlighting, notes and 
tables to organize the flow of 

author's ideas.
Use paraphrasing where needed.Draft and review. Don't forget 

the citation.

https://camosunmss.opened.ca/academic-english-support/self-access-study-resources/research-and-style/


Resources
Camosun Lib guides: Thesis statements

Multilingual Student Support: Paraphrasing

Scribbr: How to Write a Summary

Excelsior Online Reading Lab: Learn How to Summarize a Text

Trent University: Writing Article Summaries

Purdue University: Summarizing

YouTube: Smrt English: How to Write a Summary

Economist article: French Protests

Teamwork: Turning Student Groups into Effective Teams

https://camosun.libguides.com/c.php?g=92416&p=597666#s-lg-box-wrapper-2072209
https://camosunmss.opened.ca/academic-english-support/self-access-study-resources/research-and-style/#paraphrasing-summarizing
https://www.scribbr.com/working-with-sources/how-to-summarize/
https://owl.excelsior.edu/orc/what-to-do-after-reading/summarizing/
https://www.trentu.ca/academicskills/how-guides/how-write-university/how-approach-any-assignment/writing-article-summaries
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/multilingual/multilingual_students/paraphrasing_and_summary/summarizing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGWO1ldEhtQ
https://www.economist.com/europe/2023/03/24/protests-against-emmanuel-macrons-pension-reform-turn-violent
https://www.engr.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/drive/1ofGhdOciEwloA2zofffqkr7jG3SeKRq3/2004-Oakley-paper(JSCL).pdf


Thank you!
Please let us know what you think 
of this workshop topic!
https://forms.office.com/r/EHL2Gt
P7AG

https://forms.office.com/r/EHL2GtP7AG
https://forms.office.com/r/EHL2GtP7AG
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